YOUR (COPY)RIGHTS AS A TEACHING ASSISTANT

Employees of SFU own the copyright in materials they create, unless a contract or policy says otherwise. The copyright in teaching materials specifically belongs to the creator [SFU Policy R30.03 Intellectual Property Policy]. Copyright protects written works, artworks, music, and film/video.

Add a copyright statement to let people know you own copyright in the work, e.g., “©2022 Your Name.”

If you want to share your work and encourage others to use and build upon it, consider creating an open educational resource (OER).

What does this mean when I’m working with another instructor or TA?

・ Use the Copyright Decision Tree plus the Copyright Infographic to understand what you can and can’t copy for teaching and how you can use those materials.
・ Use openly-licensed work such as work with a Creative Commons license. Open licenses provide up-front permission to use a work in a variety of ways.
・ Use Library e-reserves or link to articles, eBooks, and other resources licensed by SFU Library (details here). Linking does not raise copyright concerns.
・ Cite the work you use, and indicate if you made any changes to the work (e.g., “Adapted from A. Author. (2022). Article. Journal 1(1), p. 1.”).

What do I need to know about using someone else’s work in my teaching?

・ Students have fair dealing rights, for example they can download or print out your slides or other teaching materials to study from or to annotate.
・ Students can take notes from your lectures; they own copyright in notes taken in their own words.
・ Students don’t have the right to share your materials outside the class without your permission. If your materials have been posted on a tutoring site (or anywhere else online), contact the Copyright Office for assistance having them removed.
・ Use our syllabus statement to inform students of their rights and responsibilities.

WHAT CAN/CAN’T STUDENTS DO WITH MY WORK?

©2022 Your Name.